
Dear Sir/Madam, 
  
The Ministry of Education (MoE), and the Ministry of Skill Development and 
Entrepreneurship (MoSDE) of the Government of India are organizing a mega event, Akhil 
Bhartiya Shiksha Samagam (ABSS), to commemorate the 3rd Anniversary of the National 
Education Policy (NEP) 2020 at PragatiMaidan, New Delhi. This mega event will have a 
series of thematic sessions on different aspects of NEP 2020 implementation in the 
convention center and an exhibition in Hall no 14 will showcase more than 250+ best 
innovations, startups, and NEP best case practices from schools and HEIs across India. 
The exhibition will also demonstrate models of IDEA Lab, Atal Tinkering Lab, and futuristic 
ITI Lab and various deep technologies, Hyperloop, drone & robotic technologies 
developed in IITs, universities, and technical institutions. The ABSS mega event and 
exhibition will be inaugurated by the Hon'ble Prime Minister of India, in the gracious 
presence of esteemed ministers from central and state governments, foreign embassies 
in India, and prominent industry leaders. 
  
AICTE is being the in-charge of organizing the NEP 2020 exhibition and would like to invite 
top authorities of your institute to visit the AkhilBhartiyaShikshaSamagam (ABSS) 2023, 
and a special invitation to all of your students and faculty members to visit the NEP 2020 
exhibition on 29th July (11.30 AM afterward) and 30th July 2023. Your institute is required 
to facilitate the same and provide them an opportunity to visit the exhibition in a large 
number. Visits after the completion of PM’s inaugural address at 11.30 AM doesn’t need 
any security pass to enter the exhibition area in Hall no 14 and participants can enter 
through gate no 7 and 6. Institutions may mobilize student and faculty visits to the 
exhibition in various time slots to avoid rush and congestion in the exhibition area. The 
exhibition will remain open for visitors till 8.00 PM and the institute may schedule their 
visits in various time slots (on 29th July visit slots can be at 11.30 AM, 12.30 PM, 02.30 
PM, 4.30 PM, and on 30th July participants may visit at 9.30 AM, 10.30 AM, 11.30 AM, 
12.30 PM, 02.00 PM, 03.00 PM, 04.00 PM). 
  
AICTE would be happy to welcome and encourage all students and faculty members’ 
participation from HEIs by distributing each one with a cap to claim at the information desk 
(1st floor, Hall no 14) after completion of their visit to the whole exhibition space and 
successful completion of QR code based self-registration placed in various selfie-points 
placed in both ground and first floor of the exhibition area. In addition to the above, visitors’ 
participation in the ‘Kartavybodh’, a QR code-based pledging platform in the exhibition 
area will generate a snacks code to claim a snacks package at the food court counter on 
the 1st floor. 
  
We look forward to seeing your institution’s participation in the NEP 2020 exhibition, 
ABSS. 

 

Kindly fill the google form as per the link mentioned below to be intimate about the 
participation of Students/Faculties up to 01:00 PM on 26.07.2023. 
  
https://docs.google.com/forms/d/e/1FAIpQLSdw7IM_rEhZKku0RMCNMN
EWNb3Xg_ODdYRM7_-oEGza4amO8Q/viewform?vc=0&c=0&w=1&flr=0 
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